MURDER   IN   MARSEILLES
The Times on the 8th December told the full story.
Britain's decision had been taken at a full meeting of the
Cabinet some time before, when it unanimously agreed to let
Mr. Eden make the proposal if he thought fit. Eden had had
an interview with Knox at Geneva and was so impressed with
the urgency of the situation that he pressed the Government
for its final consent. So the machinery was set in motion for
talks on the fringe of the Council, and for Colonel Brind and
his gallant men to earn special medals and publicity from
a bloodless battle. Never before had a contingent of the
British army crossed the Channel to play the role of a police
escort, to protect life and not to destroy it. Except from the
noisy isolationist minority there was general rejoicing, and
the British public was in one of its perennial moods of self-
congratulation. But when the thanks were handed round
the chief bouquet was not for the Prime Minister or Stanley
Baldwin, not for Sir John Simon or the Foreign Office, but
for that industrious idealist the Lord Privy Seal.
For Eden 1934 closed with high prospects and a soaring
prestige. As for the Saar it had done something to vindicate
the Treaty of Versailles, the work of international commis-
sions, and the potentialities of the new diplomacy.
If Hitler's claim that the Saar was the one outstanding
question between France and Germany was valid, was it too
much to suggest that the New Year of 1935 would herald
Peace and Goodwill in the West?
There was to be no respite. From January 1935 Eden's
career was to be caught up in a vortex of vast and tragic
events; the consequences of which are still with us and in
which the alternate modulations of his personal success or
failure are lost in the confused struggle of nations and mass
ideas. During recent months a number of both learned and
popular commentaries have been published covering the
Abyssinian conflict, the Rhineland occupation and the War in
Spain, the three great diplomatic issues on which perhaps the
final estimate of Anthony Eden's place in world history will
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